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 This is reminiscent of the 1993 song recorded by the country music group Little Texas 

who recorded “God Bless Texas.” The President and this administration have just been slapped 

in the face and the gauntlet has been thrown down at their feet. Governor Greg Abbott of Texas 

just announced a compelling means to which to get this administration to take the issues at our 

southern border serious. Starting immediately as of the date of this posting illegal migrants 

apprehended at our southern border in Texas will be transported via charter buses and dropped 

off in Washington, D.C. An incredibly unique means to gain the attention of President Joe 

Biden and encourage him and others in our government by any conceivable way to act 

responsibly with the crisis he has levied against the citizens of Texas and the United States. 

This is the ultimate “attention getter” as Jackie Gleason stated in the movie “Smokey and the 

Bandit.” Let us face it, Texas fought off over two hundred thousand plus troops of Santa Anna 

to gain independence from Mexico, so I think with this latest action the same result will ensue 

and Texas will manage to see this proposal all the way through to the end. 

 Many politicians have treated the situation as a casual inconvenience attempting the on 

going blame game of accusing Trump for the border failures when if they will accept the truth 

the opposite is fact. Trump did more to stop the incursions at our border than any other 

President before him including this President’s former boss. So, time has once again come that 

the battle of state rights versus federal rights will take the forefront of discussion which in this 

case is long overdue. How many illegal apprehensions must take place before those in charge of 

this nations’ protection take their job serious? Not wanting to address the issue is not managing 

the issue and sending Kamala Harris is not the answer. Serious people need to take serious steps 

to resolve this situation, or it will do nothing but grow and fester like an infection on the skin. 

The pimple head must be popped, and the puss extracted. 

 I applaud Governor Greg Abbott and the other states that have taken legal action against 

this administration’s multitude of failures. This President can wander about the White House 

and mumble to himself if he wishes living off the dime of the people, but the people have a way 



of calling those in leadership to take responsibility for their actions. Besides our U. S. 

Constitution begins with the words, “We the People” to remind all those who are elected to 

office that they serve the people who elected them to office, not the other way around.  


